
MetaMorfóza
Těla, duše a ducha 

Bohatství a budoucnost národů  Co můžeme vědět? V co můžeme doufat? 

 



The Metamorphosis of the Economy: Body to Spirit, Planetary Soul 
A philosophical, theological, reflection (a second step of Enlightenment) 

● Looking for metaTrends
○

● On Spirit, Soul and the Body 
○ Body (material, 
○ Soul (non-material but structured 
○ Spirit (non-material and unstructured
○ Dynamics 

■ Spirit above Waters, creates Logos, soul-structure (physical laws) which harden 
into matter 

■ Theory of the nett 
○ Great thinkers about Spirits 

■ Sumerian Gilgamesh, Buddha, Old Testament Jesus and Holy Spirit 
■ Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, Aquinas 
■ Joachim of Flora to Friedrich Nietzsche 
■ Leibniz, Spinoza, Descartes, Heidegger 
■ Hegel 
■ Pierre De Chardain (Noosphere ≈ soul-plane) , Whitehead process philosophy, 

○ Great Economists about the Spirit 
■ Keynes animal Spirit 
■ Smith - and then the5great debate are we technucal agents of soul (homo 

oeconomicus, mainstream) or moral (social solidarity) agents of the spirit ? 
■ Max Weber 
■ Sxhumpeter, Hayek, Misses, etc 

● Riches of the Body: an Evolution 
● The universe was poor
● Nothing (chaos of the waters, liquidity, potential, pregnant void) 
● Big bang 

○ You were there physically 
○ Big bang only began 

● periodic table poor 
● But universe had something: soul of invisible physical laws forming chaos into 

komplex order 
● The universe increases in complexity 

○ Picture of star formation
○ Stars and Hypernova, black holes, pulsars, neutron stars, black matter, 

colliding galaxies … 
● Our planet (4 bil years ago) 

○ Life (first molecule) 
○ Life explosion in richness of specie
○ Human beings - possessed apes (picture of Space odyssey, apes 

possessed tools) 
○ Possession by spirits is commonly evil (slides), but we have been 

possessed by a good spirit) 
○ Monkeys getting drunk - slide with business people having a 

conference) 
● Human wealth - animal possessed by WeltGeist to possess other entities (stone - - 

>cellphone). And we are called to witness not merely observe the consciousness 
evolving), 

○ Non naturally natural 
○ Homeoparization of matter 
○ Agriculture 
○ GDP 
○ Skeleton 
○ Price of artificial light 
○ Number of human beings and all of them more wealthy than 8n any 

part
○ Work human resources 

■ Created to work by gods who were tired from the struggle from which 
(as a by product the world was created 

■ Hebrew Sabbath, creator creates creators 

The journey to the Hero 
From trickster to understanding stars 

● Myth of an eternal return 
● Frodo returns to Bag End and that 

rescued world becomes the only heaven 
in LOTR. 

● Star wars (not star peace) at the end of 
New Hope, episode IV. 

Cycles of Good and Evil 

Two metaTrends 

● Abstractization

● Planetization

One Future 

● Planetary New Republic of 

Internet 



● Riches of the Soul (we are migrating to the world of 
symbolic representations. Quote Matrix 

○ Art (primitive to abstract representations 
○ Math - richer in time: more complex and abstract 
○ Science - more abstract 
○ The Soul economy
○ Body less economy 

■ Money 
■ Feminism 

● Age of a child 
■ Birth of dominance of non-tangible economy
■ From things to thinks
■ GDP and Energy consumption (Swiss, Sweeden, 

Czech Republic, Poland)
■ Banks during Covid, GDP Domestic truly 
■ IBM-MS-Google
■ Percentage of ppl using internet 
■ Prices of memory chips 

● The world that matter only detesting entity could not see 
/understand /notice 

● Growth of Riches of the Spirit (?) 
○ Morals measure? 
○ Chamurapy code to Old testament to 

Declaration of human rights 
○ Make love not war - - > make trade not war 
○ Love your enemies (Germany was a founding 

country) 
○ Love your opposition (Job, Christ) - - > release 

the spirit of others 
○ Christianity has the most absurd goodness 
○ Moral exoskeleton is better : pension system, 

general healthcare, mandatory schooling) 
○ Freedom of religion, freedom of information, 

freedom of travel, political freedom, freedom of 
speech, 

○ Spiritualization of money 
■ From gold to paper, from paper (matter) 

to 0-1 magnetic symbols 

The Metamorphosis of the Economy: Body to Spirit, part II. 
A philosophical, theological, reflection (a second step of Enlightenment) 



Second megatrend: Expand 
● The universe not only grew in Riches, it also 

expanded (picture: repeat of expanding 
universe) 

● A principle well known in Economics: 
Speciskization. 8n order to specialze there 
must be many of us, and all of us different 

● Family - tribe - willafges - city states  - feudal 
kingdoms - empires - states - unions (USA, 
EU) - bipolar word (E cs W) - planetary - 
galactic 

● Theory: From civilization 0 to civilization 18

Civilization No. 1

Planetary 

We already have some institutions typical d for 
type 2 civilization 

● Internet 
● Business 
● Time (not other measures 

Evolution of trade - glue of nations (more than 
religion) 

●



● Futures 
○ The age of Windows - - > the age of Doors 
○ Banks, insurance case study 
○ Future of labour 

● Omega point 
● Ray Kurzweil: spermatitmzing all matter of the Universe into by our soul/logos 
● Return of the hero (first tourism: spiritual adventure) 

○ Analysis of paradise 
○ Prodigal son (we leave to return to a rediscovered paradise:home 
○ Main direction in the Bible: return (from Egypt back to promised land) 
○ Reconciliation of the father and son 

■ Main story in our stories (Darth Vader and Luke Skywalker, Stalker, 
Christianity)

● Frodo confess back home to Bag End - this is the true paradise for Frodo, Sam and 
Pippin in the Middle Earth: a rescued mundane home. 

● From Eden to New Jerusalem 
○ Upgraded paradise 

■ More people 
■ More abstract 
■ Light not from Sun (nature) but from the Spirit 
■ 4 spatial dimensions 

● There are up to 11+½D
● Keynes prediction (vs. Dismal Economics of Malthus, Marx) 

○ Ethics will be cheap 
○ We will break the curse of labour, by Spirit and soul 

Conclusions

● SSB inventura 🏔🔺
●
● Enough of Growth in Body, continuation in 

Soul and Spirit 
○ Everybody and everything wants to grow: 

most of all spiritual people in their 
spirituality 

● Have a lean body, feed your soul and be 
attentive to the Spirit 

● See what things around us are d8ssaoear8nf 
from the material world 

○ Books, CDs, maps, cameras 
○ Touch 
○ Boundaries:countries, gender 

The Metamorphosis of the Economy: Future applications 
A philosophical, theological, reflection (a second step of Enlightenment) 



Franz Kafka: Touha stati se Indiánem

Kdyby tak člověk byl Indiánem, vždy pohotový, a předkloněn ve vzduchu na pádícím 
koni, stále znovu by se zachvíval krátkými otřesy země, až by nechal ostruhy 
ostruhami, neboť ostruh nebylo, až by odhodil uzdu, neboť uzdy nebylo, a sotva před 
sebou spatřil zemi jak hladce vysečenou step, už i bez koňské šíje a hlavy.



Spirit 

Soul 

Body 



Body (matter): real 
:

● Most intuitive reality: stuff
● Matter, made of atoms, periodic table
● Exclusive position in time and space 
● Res Extensa, Descartes
● Has weight, width, volume



Soul (logos): symbolic
● Invisible but objectively real 
● Analytic, infinitlely divisike
● Order, structures the real
● Symbolic realm 
● Immortal
● Unchangeable, does not decompose
● Not exclusive in time-space Contains infinities and is 

thus infinite 
● Every belief presupposes Two Worlds: “Exempt“ and 

“Profane/Mundane”. 
● Can be Copy-Paste 
● Travels at the speed of light, has no spatial or temporal 

restrictions 
● Exists only on a fictional soul-plane (Noomosphere) 
● Can be detected, measured, stored, analysed
● Can be dead, low level of consciousness (soul/structure 

of an atom, software, pension scheme) or alive (animal 
soul, human soul, etc.) 

● “logos” giving Creation structure (divides a day into 
day/night, waters from waters, waters from the land, days) 

● Plato's world/realm of ideas. 
● Descartes: more real than matter (immortal, not 

decept8ble by senses, 
● Detached yet attached world to matter 

● Intellect, know how, logic, software 
● Law, democracy, human rights, organisational structure of 

your company, money, language, mathematics - is only 
really actual in the real world if it is believed by its 
enactors. Pension scheme, banks insurance companies, tax 
system, traffic rules 

● Laws of physics, chemistry etc.: gravitational force, weak 
and strong nuclear force, electromagnetism 

● When you are in autopilot, doing things that have been 
done before, when you become software, kinds second 
body, “slave” in some “master-slave ”function = you are 
living according to the soul (the spirit is somewhere else).

● Soul 
○ Natural soul (atom, 

potatoe, H20, gravity, 
electromagnetism, horse, 
photosynthesis) and

○ Art-ificial soul 
(democracy, human law, 
table, cellphone, 
software, money, math, 
alarm clock, state, EU) 



Spirit (creative force) - Hegel’s WeltGeist, Keynes’ Animal Spirits
● Even more invisible than the soul. 
● Optional. So intangible, it becomes a matter of (un)belief. 
● Meaning, purpose, telos, freedom, no a-priori rules. 

Meaning outside of the entity. 
● Not intrinsic to the entity.

○ Not necessary to the functioning of the entity (soul 
is enough) nor the system (dualistic philosophy has 
a long tradition).

● Comes and goes (possesses) as it pleases (if successful, 
leaves a soul structure behind) 

● It “attacks” us from outside (- “napadl mě nápad”). 
● Unlike soul, it's non-analytic, non-divisible, not 

controllable, non-predictable. 
● Cannot be Copy-Paste. It is the beginning of things (think 

of a library, draw a library, build a library) 
● Domain of Silence 

● Hebrew El, creative “Spirit above Waters”, gives Creation meaning. Then comes 
“logos”, soul to structure creation with logic. 

● Presocratic Musae, Plato's Diamonion: that which wants out from an artist and 
a philosopher 

● Holy Spirit - Christ God in Body, Holy Spirit God without a body 
● Jesus vs Pharisees till today: 

○ Pharisees: (ethical) rules are the foundation of the Real, 
○ Jesus: the foundation of the real is Spirit with no rules (love, forgiveness, mercy, 

compassion, father-son, no longer slaves but sons and friends of God The Spirit) 
● Hegel’s WeltGeist

○ Extraterrestrial guiding spirit that gives history meaning 
○ (Geist - gist of an argument, gejsir, Geisteswissenschaften) 

● Keynes’ “anima spirit” 
● Wittgenstein “Of what we cannot talk about, we must pass in silence “Russell: 

But those are the most important things in life “- this is the silent realm of the 
Spirit. Radically new =no words. 

● M. Buber I-thou (not I-it) relationship. 
● Music vs rules of music. Sound versus the wavelength of sound. Spirit is the “it”.
● When you co-create something new. Art. “Flow” (psychologist Mihály 

Csíkszentmihályi, 1970). When you become possessed by inspiration (Newton 
famously could not move for hours when he was possessed by ideas) 

● Life² - Ezekiel the living creatures, Jesus the living water after which you will 
never thirst again 

● John3:6 “Flesh gives birth to flesh, but the Spirit gives birth to spirit. You should 
not be surprised at my saying, ‘You must be born again.’ The wind blows 
wherever it pleases. You hear its sound, but you cannot tell where it comes from 
or where it is going. So it is with everyone born of the Spirit.”



Example: Cell Phone - A History of Tortured Stone by Human Soul 

Entities without the need for bodies :

● Banks, insurance companies (covid) 
● Stephan Hawking (would not be able 

to survive 100 years ago) 
● Stories, models, hypothesis, world 

view 
● C3PO ≈ chat GPT 
● Modern economy 

○ feminine economy, majority of 
occupations are now gender neutral

○ Even children can make living in the 
internet (B2B - baby to baby), 
communism in access to fan knowledge 
capital: almost zero 

○ Organs without bodies 

Spirit:
Human being: priceless 

Soul:
Weight: 0 g. 

Value: price of the cellphone 
- Body 

Body: 
Weight: 129 g. 

Value if without soul: 1,03$
 



-Soul: 60%-70% of GDP, 90% S&P 500
ČR: sektor služeb (62 %), podíl průmyslu činí 30 
%, podíl stavebnictví 6 % a podíl zemědělství 2 
%.(v roce 1993 to bylo 4,9 %) 



The Body - Brief History of Enriching the Material Real



In the Beginning… 



“In the beginning … 
      the Spirit was hovering above the deep”
    

                       Genesis 1:1-2



The Universe Was Poor



















An Animal Possessed by a Spirit
● It could have happened to any 

other animal.
● But it happened to us: we 

became naturally unnatural
● We live in an artificial world

○ Body - city instead of forest
○ Soul - symbols instead of real
○ Spirit - it believes in  

● We are possessed to possess

● Stone in our hands became 
cellphone in our hands. (Stanley 
Kubrick, 2000 Space 
Oddysey,1968)



























(67 kg)

(North America 80,7 kg)



One hour of artificial light
“One hour of artificial light two thousand years before 

Christ cost a worker in Babylon more than fifty hours of 

work (sesame oil). 

In 1800, an hour of average labor bought you ten 

minutes of artificial light to read by at night.  That's six 

hours of work for one hour of light.

Today, the same sixty minutes of work can buy you 300 

days of artificial light. You have to work hard for half a 

second for today's hour of electric light with a modern 

energy-saving bulb.

 That's 43,200 times less than today.”





https://www.worldometers.info/dem
ographics/life-expectancy/

# Country

Life 

Exp

ec.

Fema

les

Male

s

1 Hong Kong 85.83 88.66 83.00

4 Switzerland 84.38 86.05 82.63

27 Belgium 82.46 84.50 80.36

29 Slovenia 82.31 84.75 79.86

46 Czech 

Republic

79.82 82.58 77.02

47 United States 79.74 82.23 77.27

100 Russia 74.57 79.29 69.52

201 Chad 53.68 55.41 52.01

https://www.worldometers.info/dem
ographics/life-expectancy/





USAID Projections











https://ourworldindata.org/c
hild-mortality





European Region 



HDP na hlavu, PPP



Riches of the Soul 
Example: IBM-MS-Google● The intangible, invisible world that 

matter-only-detecting-entity could not 
see/understand /notice 

● The Soul economy, Body-less economy 
○ Debodyzation of Money 
○ Feminism 
○ Age of a child 
○ Birth of dominance of non-tangible economy
○ From things to thinks
○ Banks during Covid, GDP Domestic truly 



Noosphere: the New Republic of Internet 
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin

Cardinal Ratzinger: 

“From very simple beginnings the path leads to ever 
greater and more complex unities, in which 
multiplicity is not abolished but merged into a 
growing synthesis, leading to the "Noosphere" in 
which spirit and its understanding embrace the 
whole and are blended into a kind of living 
organism. Invoking the epistles to the Ephesians and 
Colossians, Teilhard looks on Christ as the energy 
that strives toward the Noosphere and finally 
incorporates everything in its "fullness".

Eucharist and the final glorification of the cosmos. 

Vladimir Ivanovich Vernadsky (1863-1945)

Geosphere - >biosphere - >Noosphere 



Best Example: West vs East Germany

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy_of_East_Germany 

















Human (Re)Sources:
Muscle (body) - Mind (soul) - Creation (spirit)

















Female Soul Economy Claudia Goldin, Nobel Price 2023





Today: do we still work? 

The Spirit 

The Soul 

The Body 

The Creation

The Society 

The Economy

The Company

The Individual

Liguistics

 



Keynes - the End of the Labour Curse

“From the earliest times of which we have record-back, say, to two thousand years before Christ-down to 
the beginning of the eighteenth century, there was no very great change in the standard of life of the average 
man living in the civilised centres of the earth. Ups and downs certainly. Visitations of plague, famine, and 
war. Golden intervals. But no progressive, violent change. Some periods perhaps So per cent better than 
others at the utmost 1 00 per cent better-in the four thousand years which ended (say) in A. D. 1700.

All this means in the long run that mankind is solving its economic problem. 

I look forward, therefore, in days not so very remote, to the greatest change which has ever occurred in the 
material environment of life for human beings in the aggregate

… cultivate into a fuller perfection, the art of life itself and do not sell
themselves for the means of life.

For many ages to come the old Adam will be so strong in us that everybody.. .Three-hour shifts or a 
fifteen-hour week may put off the problem for a great while. For three hours a day is quite enough to satisfy 
the old Adam in most of us!

Meanwhile there will be no harm in making mild preparations for our destiny, in encouraging, and 
experimenting in, the arts of life as well as the activities of purpose.”

For many ages to come the old 
Adam will be so strong in us that 
everybody will need to do some 
work if he is to be contented. We 
shall do more things for ourselves 
than is usual with the rich to-day, 
only too glad to have small duties 
and tasks and routines. But beyond 
this, we shall endeavour to spread 
the bread thin on the butter-to make 
what work there is still to be done to 
be as widely shared as possible. 
Three-hour shifts or a fifteen-hour 
week may put off the problem for a 
great while. For three hours a day 
is quite enough to satisfy the old 
Adam in most of us! There are 
changes in other spheres too which 
we must expect to come. When the 
accumulation of wealth is no longer 
of high social importance, there will 
be great changes in the code of 
morals. We shall be able to rid 
ourselves of many of the 
pseudo-moral principles which have 
hag-ridden us for two hundred 
years, by which we have exalted 
some of the most distasteful of 
human qualities into the position of 
the highest virtues. 



Growth of Riches of the Spirit (?) 
Mythical world: trickster, divine fool, 

Egyptians believed in "ka," a life force that leaves the body upon death.. Chinese spoke of "qi" or "chi," the vital force that flows through living beings. Hebrew, Greek, Chinese, Kalavela. Enuma Elish 

Greek "anima mundi" or world soul, to individual "daimons" or guiding spirits.. Spiritual leaders above muscle man. 

Judaism: The Hebrew Bible refers to the "ruach" (meaning "breath" or "spirit") as the life force from God.

Islam: The term "rooh" refers to the soul or spirit, seen as God's divine breath

Hinduism: The "atman" is the individual soul or spirit, while "Brahman" is the universal spirit or world soul.

Buddhism: Rather than a fixed soul, there's the concept of "anatta" (no-self) which emphasizes impermanence and interconnectedness

Christianity: The Holy Spirit is one of the three persons of the Holy Trinity. Additionally, the New Testament often speaks of the human spirit as that which connects with God.

German Idealism: Philosophers like Hegel spoke of the "Geist" (German for spirit/mind) evolving through history.

Aristoteles: metaphysics

Augustine, Aquinas : spirit is the most noble part of the soul. 

Modern Interpretations:

Psychology: Carl Jung spoke of the "collective unconscious" and saw certain recurring symbols and motifs (archetypes) as evidence of a shared spiritual heritage.

Quantum Physics: Some interpretations of quantum mechanics, though controversial, suggest that consciousness or spirit plays a role in shaping reality.

Economy: Keynes anima spirits 

Jeremy Riffkin: Empathic Civilization 

● Morals measure of goodness? 
○ Growth of Body 👍
○ Growth of Soul 👍
○ Growth of Spirit ❓

● Chamurapy code (1750 BC, "to prevent the strong from 
oppressing the weak”,”eye for an eye”) to Old testament to 
Universal Declaration of human rights (1948)

● Spirit of Europe 
○ Make love not war - - > make trade not war 
○ Love your enemies (Germany was a founding country) 
○ Love your opposition (Job, Christ) - - > release the spirit of 

others 
○ Christianity has the most absurd goodness 

● Moral exoskeleton is better : pension system, general 
healthcare, mandatory schooling) 

○ Freedom of religion, freedom of information, freedom of 
travel, political freedom, freedom of speech, 

○ Spiritualization of money 
■ From gold to paper, from paper (matter) to 0-1 

magnetic symbols 



Fine-tuned Soul of the Universe
Physicist Paul Davies lists 13 constants and 12 derived quantities; 
cosmologist Martin Rees discusses six numbers, but as most of these 
are ratios of other numbers, his total comes to about a dozen.

Cosmologist and mathematician Roger Penrose once attempted to 
calculate the probability that chance allowed the initial state of the 
universe and its entropy to be exactly ‘right’ to allow it to still exist 
now. His answer was 1 chance in 10^10^123, a probability so small as 
to effectively be zero. To get a picture of this number, note that the 
number of baryons (protons & neutrons) in the universe is 
estimated to be about 10^80.

Lee Smolin says: “…. just how probable is it that a universe created 
by randomly choosing the parameters will contain stars. Given what 
we have already said, it is simple to estimate this probability. ….. The 
answer, in round numbers, comes to about one chance in 10^229.”

https://www.thesciencefaith.com/was-the-universe-designed-for-us/ 
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Rogger Penrose
Nobel Prize 2020 

1 chance in 10^10^123
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Spiritual values: the name of the new game

- Like other areas of The 
world, Insurance sector is 
becoming more and more 
involved in planetary ethical 
isues. 

- From Soul (software) to 
Spirit (purpose): “shift away 
from a transactional role to 
adopt a broader, more 
holistic, relationship-based 
approach to consumer 
interactions.” Deloitte

- “Carriers may need to 
exhibit not only how they 
are embracing cutting-edge 
technology, but the benefits 
of building a career in an 
industry whose purpose is 
not only profitability, but 
also to make a positive 
impact on society, helping 
the world thrive by standing 
behind…“ 





Spirit
Freedom: 

Needs advanced soul (Capitalism and large democracy).. 
Soul needs advanced Body.

democracies

Goodness

Conscience of self in context of outer parts of me 
(exoskeleton)

Silence

Mediation

Non-institutionalized relationship

No work, only pleasurable work

Art 



Franz Kafka: Touha stati se Indiánem

Kdyby tak člověk byl Indiánem, vždy pohotový, a předkloněn ve vzduchu na pádícím 
koni, stále znovu by se zachvíval krátkými otřesy země, až by nechal ostruhy 
ostruhami, neboť ostruh nebylo, až by odhodil uzdu, neboť uzdy nebylo, a sotva před 
sebou spatřil zemi jak hladce vysečenou step, už i bez koňské šíje a hlavy.





Děkuji Vám za zdraví 
A Duchu za tah a směr 

, 
 A MetaMorphosu našeho těla 

PhDr. Tomas Sedlacek, PhD. , CzechMate, YouTube, Books, LinkedIn 



Expand 
- Planetization - Cosmopolitanism - 

Larger interconnected body, same soul but free roaming of the Spirit
(over larger and larger firm enough body-soul territory)

Expansion of body and soul 





The Extension of Soul: Economy of Scale
● The world expands 

○ Capitalism & Democracy (Fukuyama was right), European Union: soul unification 
○ Our ability to coordinate (cooperation is conditio sine qua non of competition) extended (from 

village to planetary neural network)
○ Universe itself expands
○ Just like when you were a child: the world grew bigger and bigger 

● Adam Smith: The Wealth of Nations consists in: Specialization within the same 
larger than me system/animal. (same soul, different spirits)





● Type 0.1: Fluid groups of hominids living in Africa. Technology consists of primitive 
stone tools. Intra-group conflicts are resolved through dominance hierarchy, and 
between-group violence is common. 

● Type 0.2: Bands of roaming hunter-gatherers that form kinship groups, with a mostly 
horizontal political system and egalitarian economy. 

● Type 0.3: Tribes of individuals linked through kinship but with a more settled and 
agrarian lifestyle. The beginnings of a political hierarchy and a primitive economic 
division of labor.

● Type 0.4: Chiefdoms consisting of a coalition of tribes into a single hierarchical 
political unit with a dominant leader at the top, and with the beginnings of significant 
economic inequalities and a division of labor in which lower-class members produce 
food and other products consumed by non-producing upper-class members.

● Type 0.5: The state as a political coalition with jurisdiction over a well-defined 
geographical territory and its corresponding inhabitants, with a mercantile economy 
that seeks a favorable balance of trade in a win-lose game against other state. Type 0.6: 
Empires extend their control over peoples who are not culturally, ethnically or 
geographically within their normal jurisdiction, with a goal of economic dominance 
over rival empires.

● Type 0.7: Democracies that divide power over several institutions, which are run by 
elected officials voted for by some citizens. The beginnings of a market economy.

● Type 0.8: Liberal democracies that give the vote to all citizens. Markets that begin to 
embrace a nonzero, win-win economic game through free trade with other states.

● Type 0.9: Democratic capitalism, the blending of liberal democracy and free markets, 
now spreading across the globe through democratic movements in developing nations 
and broad trading blocs such as the European Union.

● Type 1.0: Globalism that includes worldwide wireless Internet access, with all 
knowledge digitized and available to everyone. A completely global economy with free 
markets in which anyone can trade with anyone else without interference from states or 
governments. A planet where all states are democracies in which everyone has the 
franchise.

According to data from the IEA (International Energy Agency), in 2018 the total 

energy supply of the entire world was 1,4281,889 kTOE (energy kilo ton oil 

equivalent), or approximately 1.90 × 10!$W. From this actual human civilization 

power production estimate a to be 0.728.



Currency of the future: from body to soul to spirit 

Fiat money, Nixon 

Bretton Woods in the United States. Here, an 
international monetary agreement was made to fix 
currencies to the US Dollar. In turn, the US 
government held and guaranteed to exchange 35 
US Dollars for an ounce gold

By 1973 the rate was again changed to 42 US 
Dollars to the ounce. From then on, the US Dollar 
and all other currencies were valued against other 
currencies alone. The international currency 
market then became a truly fiat system without 
any vestige of a gold standard.31.1034768 grams



King`s Second Body
● From civilization 0,1

○ Small units of people: tribes, villages, 
agriculture, fire, basic tools

● Civilization 0,5
○ Adam Smith, specialization
○ Technological revolution
○ Spirit of Capitalism

● To civilization 0,73
○ Supranational entities (EU)
○ Planetary institutions, planetary neural 

network (internet)







https://www.ooma.com/blog/home-phone/cell-phone-cost-comparison/



CAN GO INTO SECOND PART::

Master - Slave (Spirit - Soul). KINGS SECOND BODY. Leviathan 

Subject-Object reversal (when soul outgrows the spirit) 

● Kundera, Kafka, Golem, Matrix, Being John Malkwitch, 
Ring of Power in LOTR (it frees you, it enslaves you) 

● Genesis (God creates human beings, something goes 
wrong, Creation kills Creator) 

● The debt economy: we take more debt upon the economy 
so that we can be even more free, something goes wrong, 
we bacame slaves of the debt. 

● Capitalism? Nuclear power? Ecology? Civilizational filter. 
● Sin: you do it because you are in control and want to be 

even more in control, then something goes wrong… And 
you become the slave of sin (ofeilon) 

● AI. 



Future



Banking of the future: Digital Buttler 
Withering of the state. Up (into supranational planetary 
institutions) and Down (localized democratic decisions).

Merger with general multipurpose  A.I. Bank as a family 
doctor, Saturnin, a “personal civil servant“ dealing with 
complete bureaucracy (taxes, procurement, advice on 
education, wellness etc.)

Banks take care of all the boring parts of life. Same soul 
(software, institutions, laws, bureaucracy, language, 
symbols…) allowing freely following the spirit by individuals 
(creativity, democracy, free enterprise)..

Sectoral planetary fiscal policy. Banks having their own 
reserve fund. Business cycles rather follow sectors than 
states. Interconnected world (political state borders 
irrelevant). Better tackling of crises.

Bank identity - substitution of government 
bureaucracy 





Trust
Banking crises 2009: You can fall once, but not 
twice.

Not only regain the old 

Hope: Cryptocurrencies did not replace banks, 
even though it was their original intention. 

-

Image of Professions 2021: % of Australians aged 14+ 
rating the profession as 'very high' or 'high' for ethics 
and honesty

Source:https://www.internationalinsurance.org/insights-has-life-insurance-really-changed-past-30-years





Insurance penetration as proportion of GDP

https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/figures/insurance-penetration-as-proportion-of-gdp





Insurance of the future 
Insurance is private communitarianism, commercial 
socialism, voluntary sharing of risks with a community of 
insured entities. 

Dematerializing Insurance: body –) soul –) spirit

Private insurance companies substitute government 
insurance on 

- Planetary level. Economies of scale. Better efficiency. 
New (global) democratic control mechanisms. 

- Health insurance - common good, moral good. 
Bodily good / Bodily capital. End of hunger by cca 
2036.

- Basic education - common good, moral good, 
intellectual good. 

- Crypto insurance & backup. Crypto wars. Banks will 
have access to safeguarding our digital presence 

- Insured businesses:

Keynes: ethics will become cheap 

Riffkin: emphatic civilization. Civilization type 1: 
global empathy. End of the Trickster period. 
Humanity will become conscious of its identity 
(now at the level of State (no more cities /tribes) or 
EU. 

Finishing Civilization 1 Moral Exoskeleton: From 
family - tribe - kingdom - state - supranational 
states (EU) - civilizational (East vs West) - 
planetary.

Joseph Schumpeter: Can Capitalism Survive? Yes in 
a socialistic compromise: commonly owned shares.



sustainability ambassador megaThreads: 

- World War III
- Planetary: Global Warming (enlarge risk 

models to include risks to whole society, not 
just to company). Sustainability ambassador. 
Purpose-driven investment (not just profit 
driven)

- NonTangible: CyberCrime
- concern over vast uninsured and 

underinsured populations
- help consumers across all segments prevent 

or mitigate risks before they occur, rather 
than merely paying to rebuild and recover 
after the fact (Deloitte)



Tax wedge: A ⅓ compromise? 34% centralised, 66% individual

Source: OECD, https://data.oecd.org/tax/tax-revenue.htm






